
This summer millions of members,
customers, friends and families will
holiday on the roads of Europe.
Many  will head for the sun and
journey from the relatively safe roads
of northern Europe onto the south’s
higher risk and unfamiliar roads. 

This issue of our Safer Roads
Save Lives newsletter focuses on
how EuroRAP’s risk-rate maps and
star-rating system can help individual
motorists understand where the
higher risks lie when planning their
journeys. By giving motorists a better
understanding of what characterises
a high-risk road, they can take more
account of the risks involved and
modify their driving accordingly – and

be reminded that seat-belts, helmets,
speed-limits and drink-drive laws
become more important not less
when holidaying abroad. 

Road-users will also respect traffic
laws and speed limits more when
their role is clearly to prevent deaths
on high-risk roads. And once road-
users  understand the dangers, they
will support action to make roads safe.

In previous issues we have

examined which road types are the
most dangerous and the most
common types of crashes on these
roads. Our research shows most
people are blissfully unaware of how
the road layout and surrounding
infrastructure affect their chances of
surviving a crash. We can now add
two further aspects to our road safety
agenda: new in-depth research into
what really causes road deaths in
built-up areas – see page 2; and
what individuals are really concerned
about when they plan their journeys
– see page 3.

To save lives on our roads we
need the public and our decision-
makers to understand these
messages and to support our call for
improvements to make our roads
safe. So, please, continue to ask
yourself: how can I help raise
awareness via my own communic-
ation channels and through external
media in my country?
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People planning a motoring route
are more concerned with speed 
and comfort than safety and cost, 

a EuroRAP survey will reveal.
When motorists in nine European

countries were asked what factors
affected their choice of route their
answers ranged from journey time
and traffic congestion to road type
and condition, and from fuel, toll and
congestion costs to the risk of having
a crash. The pan-European result
(illustrated top right on this page)
shows journey time (21.7 per cent)
and traffic congestion (21.2 per cent)
are of most concern, while fuel, toll
and congestion costs and crash risk
are of least concern. 

To help maximise awareness 
of the survey’s findings, 
please promote this information
through your own communication
channels. For example, why not 
try a poll on your website to 

see if your members agree?
n For the full, country by country,
survey breakdown, see page 3.

Speed driving route
choices across Europe
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Which of the factors listed 
in the panel on the right,

if any, do you consider when
deciding on your route?
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Click here to receive this chart by email as a high-resolution jpeg or EPS
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Most people assume they will be
protected from severe injury if they
crash in a modern car at the legal
speed limit for built-up areas – 
under 70kph.  

Europe’s independent car
assessment programme, EuroNCAP,

measures car-occupant protection in
three crash tests: a front impact at
64kph, a side impact at 50kph, and a
side impact with a pole at 29kph. 

In addition, according to the
Roadside Infrastructure for Safer
European Roads (RISER) project,

roadside objects
such as trees and
road signs should
be considered
hazardous at
speeds over 40kph. 

This suggests
that car occupants
may not be safe 
at speeds allowed
in built-up areas
because of the
presence at the
roadside of

potentially dangerous objects.
A EuroRAP report highlighting

why people die in cars in built-up
areas will soon be published. 

Using national data from
Germany, Ireland, Sweden and
Britain, the report will show the crash
types that claim the most car-
occupant lives in built-up areas.

Initial analyses reveal that 
4 in 10 fatalities resulted from run-off
crashes – 38 per cent as a result of
hitting a tree and 20 per cent a
telegraph pole, lamppost, traffic
signal or signpost. A third of all
fatalities occurred at junctions – 
80 per cent at T-junctions, staggered
T-junctions or crossroads.

Although significant design
advances have been made in
vehicle safety protection, similar
progress must now be made to
make road infrastructure safe.
EuroRAP’s report will call for a
greater understanding of ‘compatible
crumple’ – the process by which the
road and the car work together to
protect the road-user in a crash.

Why do people die in 
cars in built-up areas?

www.eurorap.org/
www.aatrust.com
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A supporter of EuroRAP since its
launch in 2002, Toyota was the first
car manufacturer to back the
program, although it has since been
joined by the Association of
European Automobile Manufacturers
(ACEA), which represents the
interests of 13 European car, truck
and bus manufacturers.

Geoffroy comments: “We see
promoting a better awareness of
road safety as part of our duty as a
global car manufacturer. It would be
easy to focus only on vehicle design,

but we believe we have a
responsibility to make a positive
contribution to all aspects of road
safety. For this reason we are
actively involved in three areas:

vehicle design; educating people;
and the improvement of traffic
infrastructure.”

“Actively” means just that. Toyota
is no sleeping partner but works
closely with EuroRAP. Geoffroy
comments: “We always seek to
make sure our involvement in social
responsibility activities benefits 
both parties and is not just about
financial support.” 

Toyota wants to see greater
interaction between cars and road
infrastructure, with the two working
closely together, through intelligent
systems, to minimise the
consequences of driver error. And in
this context Toyota is keen to
promote greater coordination and
collaboration between road
engineers and car designers.

Geoffroy concludes: “EuroRAP is
a very good programme which is
based on scientific fact. We believe
in its principles and we expect its
profile, at European and global level,
will increase even more in the
coming years.”

A global duty to
promote road safety

The majority of EuroRAP’s partners are motoring clubs,
while others are representative bodies. Only one – 
Toyota – is a commercial company. Here, Safer Roads
Save Lives talks to Geoffroy Peeters (pictured), Manager
Government Affairs, Toyota Motor Europe, to find out
why his company is backing EuroRAP.

Toyota’s approach
to road 
safety
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In May’s newsletter we looked at
how the Icelandic Automobile
Association (FIB) had raised road
safety awareness by generating 
its own national information to
compare with EuroRAP’s
international market research.

Another great example of how
member clubs can boost awareness
in their own countries has been
provided by Croatia’s motoring
organisation. HAK recently ran a poll
linked to EuroRAP data on its
website in which it asked online
visitors whether drivers, roads or
vehicles contributed most to road
deaths in Croatia. 

The poll was completed by more
than 1,500 people and the final
result showed that 61 per cent
blamed the driver, 29 per cent the
road and 3 per cent the vehicle. 

Please click here to view the HAK
results, and to see how HAK is using
this newsletter online. 

Campaign communiqué DIARY DATES

8 June: Launch of Make Roads

Safe, the Report of the Commission

for Global Road Safety

12-15 June: Transport Research

Arena Europe 2006 which is being

held in Göteborg, Sweden

Week commencing 26 June:

Distribution of the July issue of 

this newsletter

JULY’S NEWSLETTER:

The next issue of Safer Roads 

Save Lives will report on the recent

conference in The Hague as well 

as featuring a round-up of recent

EuroRAP launches.

KEY FACT:

The fatal collision rate on
Spanish motorways is five times
that of the Republic of Ireland
and seven times that of the
Netherlands and Sweden.

Safer Roads Save Lives is produced for EuroRAP by Philippa Varey (pictured). 

Please click here with feedback on this issue, suggestions for future topics or 

to change your contact details. To email this ezine to a friend, please click here.

EuroRAP’s financial sponsors:

www.eurorap.org/
mailto:safer.roads@eurorap.net
http://www.hak.hr/cpage.aspx?page=defaultnews2.aspx&pageID=2&lan=en



